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Figure 1: Accidental Dance and Unfolding - by analyzing visual rhythm in a collection of video, we can search for segments of
unintentionally-rhythmic motion and use them to synthesize dance performances. (Left) We see video frames taken at the moment of
four consecutive visual beats detected in video from a 2012 presidential debate. These visual beats lie at the high and low points of a
repetitive up-and-down hand gesture. (Right) The warp curve on the right shows the process of unfolding. After finding a short dance-like
segment of video, we generate a random walk through its corresponding sequence of visual beats to synthesize a longer dance video.

Abstract
We present a visual analogue for musical rhythm derived
from an analysis of motion in video, and show that alignment of visual rhythm with its musical counterpart results in
the appearance of dance. Central to our work is the concept
of visual beats — patterns of motion that can be shifted in
time to control visual rhythm. By warping visual beats into
alignment with musical beats, we can create or manipulate
the appearance of dance in video. Using this approach we
demonstrate a variety of retargeting applications that control musical synchronization of audio and video: we can
change what song performers are dancing to, warp irregular motion into alignment with music so that it appears to be
dancing, or search collections of video for moments of accidentally dance-like motion that can be used to synthesize
musical performances. (This paper is a workshop preview
of Davis et al. 2018 [8].)

1. Introduction
Music and dance are closely related through the concept
of rhythm, which describes how events—e.g., the sound of
an instrument or the movement of a body—are distributed
in time. Rhythm is in some sense a very intuitive concept:
infants can recognize and follow basic rhythms at as early
as six months of age [27, 6], and even some animals—
certain parrots and elephants, for example—are known to
move in time with simple music [24, 25]. However, the
task of quantifying rhythm is not trivial, and has been the
topic of extensive research in the context of both music

[12, 17, 14, 13, 11, 9, 1] and dance [3, 10]. Our work builds
on that research to explore a visual analogue for rhythm—
which we call visual rhythm—in video. Just as musical
rhythm captures the temporal arrangement of sounds, visual
rhythm captures the temporal arrangement of visible motion. We focus on analyzing that motion to identify structure related to dance.
Our central hypothesis is that music and dance are characterized by complementary rhythmic structure in audible
and visible signals. Our exploration of that structure builds
on the concept of visual beats—visual events that, when
temporally aligned with musical beats, create the appearance of dance. The relationship between visual and musical beats provides a starting point from which we derive
visual analogues for other rhythmic concepts, including onset strength and tempo. Visual beats also give us a recipe
for manipulating rhythmic structure in video: we first identify visual beats, then time-warp those beats into alignment
with a specified target. Provided we are able to identify the
necessary beats, we show that it is possible to warp video
into dance-like alignment with any song of our choice.

1.1. Applications
The quantification of visual rhythm enables many applications. We focus primarily on those related to video retargeting, which combines analysis and synthesis of dance. In
addition to motivating our work, these applications serve to
test our basic assumptions about visual rhythm and dance.
Dance Retargeting: By time-warping the visual beats of
existing dance footage into alignment with new music,
we can change the song that a performer is dancing to.
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This is a special case of retargeting where we can assume that visual beats are already aligned with musical
beats in the source video, allowing us to find them with
simple audio beat tracking. We leverage this to test our
central hypothesis about visual beats and dance separately from any computer vision algorithms.
Dancification: Our visual beat hypothesis allows for the
existence of visual beats in non-dance video, but implies
such visual beats should not be distributed according to
any discernible tempo. If we can find such beats through
purely visual means, we can use them to transform nondance video into dance video. We call this dancification. We can also use this strategy to improve bad or
off-tempo dancing, providing a kind of ”auto-tune” for
dance.
Accidental Dance: We can adapt our strategy for identrifying visual beats into a search criteria, which we can
use to find segments of dance-like or near dance-like
motion in large collections of video. If only short segments of such video can be found, we generate random
walks through the visual beats of those segments to synthesize an arbitrary length of output dance video.
Visual Instrument: Visual beats provide temporal control
points that can also be used for more general manipulation of video. For example, by warping visual beats
into alignment with the notes of a musical instrument
(e.g., recorded MIDI or a transcribed performance) we
can use that instrument as a musical interface for editing
video.

1.2. Beat Saliency
We begin by factoring the perception of beat — both for
music and dance — into different types of saliency, drawing
on observations from literature on the arts [4, 2, 7, 22, 29]
as well as heuristics used by related work on audio beat
tracking [12, 21, 17, 14, 11, 13] and the computational analysis of dance [16, 5, 18, 23, 10, 3]. The saliency metrics described here guide our design of heuristics for visual
beat tracking and a dance-specific strategy for time-warping
video, which we describe in our full paper [8].
Musical beats are often defined as moments where a listener would clap or tap their feet in accompaniment with
music. This definition relies on an implied measure of
saliency, with different sounds affecting the perception of
beats in different ways. Most work on rhythmic analysis
approximates this saliency implicitly through the use of a
heuristic objective for finding beats in audio. Typically that
objective is expressed as a combination of two functions:
one temporally local function that measures musical onset
strength (indicating the start of musical notes), and another
function that measures adherence to a particular tempo, as

indicated by periodic patterns in the distribution of onset
strength over time.
Our definition of visual beats implies a related type of
saliency, rooted in the perception of dance. We assume this
saliency can also be factored into local and rhythmic components, from which we will derive visual complements for
onset strength and tempo. Note that the local component of
visual beat saliency is different from classic image saliency
[19, 26, 15] in that it is a function of visible motion, and
should reflect some measure of our ability to localize events
in time.
We refer to the rhythmic components of visual and musical beat saliency as rhythmic saliency and the local components as local saliency.

1.3. Synchro-Saliency
The perception of dance is greatly influenced by musical
accompaniment. This is why a dance can appear synchronized with one piece of music, and out of place with another.
We discuss this synchronization in terms of what we call
synchro-saliency, which measures the perceived strength of
relationships between visible and audible events.
We describe any two functions ha (ta ) over audible events and hv (tv ) over visible events as synchrosalient complements if their product approximates synchrosaliency hs :
ha (ta )hv (tv ) ≈ hs (ta , tv )

(1)

In other words, synchro-salient complements are corresponding functions over audio and video that indicate high
synchro-saliency when large values are aligned in time.
In Davis 2018 [8] we design heuristics for the local and
rhythmic saliency of video to be synchro-salient complements of corresponding heuristics used in audio beat detection. This lets us express dancification as the alignment of
rhythmic saliency with a target.
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Figure 2: Rhythmic Features in Audio and Video – The top row shows features used to quantify metric structure in audio.
The bottom row shows the synchro-salient complements that we use to quantify metric structure in video. The visualizations
here correspond to the audio and video from footage of a simple metronome [20]. As we would expect from footage of a
metronome, the detected visual metric structure is aligned with its synchro-salient complement in audio.
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Figure 4: Comparison of Regular (Audio) and Visual Tempograms for For Dance and Non-Dance Video – Here we
compare audio (middle column) and visual (right column) tempograms for three videos, with representative frames shown
on the left. The top row visualizes dance video from a videogame made for children [28]. The middle row shows the visual
tempogram for a zumba dance routine [31] set to the song Danza Kuduro by Don Omar (Note: here we calculated the audio
tempogram on an aligned version of the original track, as the audio recorded with the video was low quality). The bottom row
shows tempograms for a clip from the first 2012 Presidential Debate [30] (the same source video is shown in Figure 1 and
featured in our supplemental video). In the dance examples (top two rows), we see high energy across matching harmonic
tempos for both audio and video. In the non-dance video (bottom row), local tempo is more ambiguous and less consistent.
Our full paper [8] describes a method for warping videos like the one on the bottom row in order to create rhtyhmic structure
and align it with that of a target piece of music.
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